Winslow® Stationary Single
Element Design Fuel Coalescer
Why do you need a Coalescer?
To appreciate the 99% water & dirt removal efficiency of
the Fleetguard Stationary Fuel Coalescer, it is important to
understand why a Coalescer is valuable in the first place?
Sources of water contamination in your fuel:
 Free water originating from condensation, leaking
filler pipes/caps, inspection covers and breathers can
easily get into your fuel.
 Emulsified water generated during the filling process or
movement of the fuel in the storage tank.
Ordering
Water contamination and the dangers to your engine:
Information
 Fuel loses its lubricating properties
 Fuel system inefficiencies
Housing
Filter
Part
 Injector and fuel pump failures
Element
Number
 Water is not combustible and can enter lubricating oil
causing bearing wear
91284N
88471N
 Water combines with Sulphur to form acid which is highly
91293N
88473N
corrosive
Benefits of clean fuel with no water present:
 Lower maintenance costs
 Longer engine and component life
 Effective maintenance of fleet fuel economy
 Reduced exhaust emissions
 With flexible installation options, you can achieve clean
fuel with no system damaging water.

Specifications
Pressure
Drop**
inHg (kPa)

Design
Pressure
Lb/in2(kPa)

Flow Rate*
gal/min
(L/min)

75 (517.1)

6 (22.7)

2.5 (8.5)

75 (517.1)

15 (56.8)

2.5 (8.5)

Filter Efficiency
Emulsified water removal: 99% per SAE J1488
Free water removal: 99% efficiency per SAE J1839
Contaminant efficiency B5=100
How a Coalescer works:
There is a two stage process that is followed:
First stage:
Inside out fuel flow through fibrous media attracts and
holds emulsified water. Water droplets unite and form
larger droplets to form free water. The free water is
released to the second stage
Second stage:
The water repellent second stage media separates the
free water from the fuel. Separated water drops into the
water collection sump, effectively cleaning fuel of water
contamination.
The second stage has excellent contamination removal.
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